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Introduction 1

Observing is the process of obtaining new knowledge, expressed in language,
by bringing the senses in contact with reality. Reasoning, in contrast, is
the process of obtaining new knowledge from given knowledge, by apply-
ing certain general transformation rules that depend only on the form of
the knowledge and can be done exclusively in the brain without involving
the senses. Observation and reasoning, together, form the basis of the sci-
entific method for explaining reality. Automated reasoning is the science of
establishing methods that allow to replace human step-wise reasoning by pro-
cedures that perform individual reasoning steps mechanically and are able to
find, automatically, suitable sequences of reasoning steps for deriving new
knowledge from given one.

The importance of automatic reasoning originates in the fact that basically
everything relevant to current science and technology can be expressed in the
language of logic on which current automated reasoners work, for example the
description of systems (specification or implementation of hardware and soft-
ware), information provided on the internet, or any other kind of facts or data
produced by the sciences. As the complexity of the knowledge produced by
the observing sciences increases, the methods of automatic reasoning become
more and more important, even indispensable, for mastering and developing
our working and living environment by science and technology. In the same
way as, over the millennia, humans developed tools for enhancing and ampli-
fying their physical power and later developed tools (e.g. devices in physics)
for enhancing the observing power, it is now the natural follow-up to develop
tools for enhancing and amplifying the human reasoning power.
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Mathematical Logic as Basis for Automated Reasoning

As Mathematics can be seen as the science of operating in abstract models
of the reality (thinking), Mathematical Logic can be seen as the science of
operating in abstract models of mathematical thinking (thinking about think-
ing). Since abstract models are expressed using statements, and operating
in abstract models is done by transforming and combining these statements,
Mathematical Logic studies their syntax (how do we construct statements),
their semantics (what is the meaning of statements) and their pragmatics
(rules that describe how statements can be transformed in a way that re-
spects semantics). In the era of electronic computing, the importance of au-
tomated reasoning increases tremendously, because computers are devices for
automatic operation in abstract models (thinking tools). Thus, Mathematical
Logic becomes also the theoretical basis for studying the design and the be-
havior of computing devices and programs and, hence, Automated Reasoning
is automated thinking about thinking tools.

Automated Mathematical Theorem Proving

Since logical formulae have been traditionally used for expressing mathemat-
ics, there is a widespread opinion that automated reasoning can be used only
for proving mathematical statements, which is sometimes perceived as either
redundant (in case of already proven theorems) or hopeless (in case of not
yet proven conjectures). First let us emphasize that automated mathemati-
cal theorem proving is only a part of automated reasoning—however crucial
because it develops techniques which are useful in all other areas of science
and technology. Moreover automatic theorem proving is neither redundant
(because proving “known” or “trivial” theorems is absolutely necessary in the
process of [semi]-automatic verification of complex systems—hardware, soft-
ware, or combined hardware/software), nor hopeless (because, on the other
hand, the proofs of highly nontrivial theorems as the Four Color Theorem
[AH77] and the Robbins Conjecture [McC97] were only possible by the use of
automatic theorem proving tools).

Verification and Synthesis

Contemporary technological systems consist of increasingly complex com-
binations of hardware, software, and human agents, whose tasks are very
sophisticated. How do we express these sophisticated tasks, how do we design
and how do we describe these technological systems, and how do we ensure
that the systems always fulfill their tasks? Those who believe that (at least
in some organization with a long technological tradition) these four questions
have been properly answered may take a look at some famous software fail-
ures http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of notable software bugs.
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The consequences of design defects in complex technological systems have
become a part of our everyday life: computer viruses, unauthorized access to
sensitive data (e. g. bank accounts and credit cards), and periodic failures
of the programs on our computers and on our mobile phones. The future
brings: automotive software for handling the controls and the airbags in our
automobiles, generalized internet banking, and the inclusion of computers in
most of the objects around us.

Today it is largely accepted that the answer to the above four questions
is: both the description of the complex systems (implementations), as well as
their sophisticated tasks (specifications) can be expressed as logical formulae,
the design of complex systems can be decomposed in successive and control-
lable steps of transformation of such logical formulae, and the verification
of their correct behavior can be performed by checkable inferences on these
formulae.

Semantic Representation of the Information on the Internet

The extraordinary proliferation of the data which is accessible on the internet
offers of course an unprecedented richness of information at our fingertips,
however the limitations of the current syntactic approach are more and more
visible. It is often very difficult for the user to select the relevant information
among the “noise” of irrelevant one, and it is also impossible to find out pieces
of knowledge which require a minimal amount of intelligent processing. These
problems can be solved only by a semantic approach: the information has to
be stored in form of logical statements (probably of very simple structure, but
high quantity), and the search engines have to include Automatic Reasoning
capabilities.

This chapter summarizes the work performed in the Softwarepark Hagen-
berg in the field of Automated Reasoning, in particular the work performed
at RISC and in the Theorema group. Research from other groups in Hagen-
berg are also tangent with Automated Reasoning, and they are mentioned in
the respective chapters.

Theorema : Computer-Supported

Mathematical Theory Exploration

2

At RISC, much of the research on automated reasoning focuses on the The-
orema Project, which aims at developing algorithmic methods and software
tools for supporting the intellectual process of mathematical theory explo-
ration. The emphasis of the Theorema Project is not so much on the auto-
mated proof of yet unknown or difficult theorems but much more on organiz-
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ing the overall flow of the many small reasoning steps necessary in building up
mathematical theories or writing proof-checked mathematical textbooks and
lecture notes or developing verified software. The net effect of an exploration,
however, may also be that complicated theorems and nontrivial algorithms
can be proven correct with only very little user-interaction necessary at some
crucial stages in the exploration process, while the individual intermediate
reasoning steps are completely automatic. An example of a non-trivial au-
tomated algorithm synthesis (the synthesis of a Gröbner bases algorithm)
by the Theorema methodology is given later in this chapter. The main con-
tribution of the working mathematician who uses Theorema will then be
the organization of a well structured exploration process that leads from the
initial knowledge base to the full-fledged theory.

This design principle of Theorema is in contrast to the main stream in auto-
mated mathematical theorem proving, which to a great extent has focused on
proving individual theorems from given knowledge bases (containing the ax-
ioms of the theory, definitions, lemmata etc.). Considering the mathematical
theory exploration process (invention of notions, invention and proof/refu-
tation of propositions, invention of problems, invention and verification of
algorithms/methods for solving problems) and the computer-supported doc-
umentation of this process as a coherent process seems to be more natural
and useful for the success of automated theorem proving for the every-day
practice of working mathematicians than considering the proof of isolated
theorems. This point of view has been made explicit, first, in [Buc99] and,
later, in [Buc03, Buc06].

The Theorema Group has strived to contribute, in various ways, to the
computer-support of the mathematical theory exploration process by building tools for the automated generation of proofs in various general theories

(e.g. elementary analysis, geometry, inductive domains including natural
number theory and tuple theory, and set theory), and tools for the organization of the theory exploration process and build-
up of mathematical knowledge bases (various viewers for proofs including
the “focus window” approach, proof presentation including natural lan-
guage explanation, logico-graphic symbols, user-defined two-dimensional
syntax, functors for domain building etc.).

The research goals and the basic design principles of the Theorema
project were formulated in a couple of early papers, see [Buc96b, Buc96a,
Buc96c, Buc97]. Summaries of the achievements in the Theorema Project
are [BJK+97, BDJ+00, BCJ+06]. A complete list of the publications of the
Theorema Group can be accessed on-line at www.theorema.org.
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The Theorema Language and the User Interface 2.1

The typical user interface of Theorema is the Mathematica notebook fron-
tend, which allows the combination of mathematical formulae and natural
language text (and much more) in a natural way. Figure 1 shows a screen-
shot of a typical Theorema notebook that exhibits the main components of
the Theorema language. An important design principle of the Theorema sys-

Theorema input in a Mathematica notebook. Figure 1

tem is to come as close to conventional mathematics in the appearance of
mathematics in as many aspects as possible, be it in the language in which
mathematics is expressed, be it in the way how proofs are presented, and
many more.

The Theorema language is structured in essentially three layers,
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These three layers correspond to three aspects of mathematical language,
namely the logical part of formulating statements in a concise and correct way,
the organizational part of structuring knowledge into definitions, theorems,
lemmata, etc., or entire theories, and the description of various mathematical
activities like proving or computing.

The Theorema formula language is a version of higher order predicate
logic without extensionality. On this basis, the language offers sets, tuples,
and certain types of numbers as basic language components. As an example,

∀
x∈A

x ∼ x (1)

is a statement in the Theorema formula language. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 1, Theorema allows standard mathematical notation even in input so
that formulae can be written like in conventional mathematical texts. Twodi-
mensional input including also special symbols (like integrals or quantifiers)
is standard technology in Mathematica. In order to facilitate Theorema in-
put, we provide specialized palettes that paste skeletons for frequently used
Theorema expressions into a notebook by just one mouse-click.

For composing and manipulating large formal mathematical texts, how-
ever, we need to be able to combine the expression language with auxiliary
text (labels, key words like “Definition”, “Theorem”, etc.) and to compose,
in a hierarchical way, large mathematical knowledge bases from individual
expressions. In the example, in order to define reflexivity by (1) we would
use a definition environment.

Definition[“reflexivity”, any[A,∼],

reflexiveA[∼] :⇐⇒ ∀
x∈A

x ∼ x “∼�” ]

The field “any[vars ]” declares vars as (the free) variables. Each variable
v in vars can carry a type restriction of the form “v ∈ S” or “type[v]”. An
optional field “with[cond ]” tells that the variables must satisfy the condition
cond. Logically, the variable declaration and the condition are just a shortcut
for prefixing every formula in the environment with a universal quantifier.
Other examples of formal text are:

Definition[“class”, any[x, A,∼], with[x ∈ A],

classA,∼[x] := {a ∈ A | a ∼ x} ]

Lemma[“non-empty class”, any[x ∈ A, A,∼], with[reflexiveA[∼]],

classA,∼[x] 6= ∅ ]

The effect of entering an environment into the system is that its content
can be referred to later by Keyword [env label ]. Knowledge can be grouped
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using nested environments, whose structure is identical except that instead
of clauses (formulae with optional labels) there are references to previously
defined environments. Typical keywords used for nested environments are
“Theory” and “KnowledgeBase”, e.g.

Theory[“relations”,

Definition[“reflexivity”]

Definition[“class”]
]

The mathematical activities that are supported in the command language
are computing, proving, and solving. Computations are performed based on
a semantics of the language expressed in the form of computational rules for
the finitary fragment of the formula language, i.e. finite sets, tuples, numbers,
and all sorts of quantifiers as long as they involve a finite range for their
variable(s). In the example,

Compute[ class{1,2,3,4},≤[3], using→Definition[“class”],

built-in→ {Built-in[“Sets”], Built-in[“Numbers”]} ]

would compute the class of 3 in {1, 2, 3, 4} w.r.t. ≤ using the definition of
class (see above) and built-in semantics of (finite) sets and numbers resulting
in {1, 2, 3} and

Compute[ reflexive{1,2,3,4}[≤], using→Definition[“reflexivity”],

built-in→ {Built-in[“Quantifiers”], Built-in[“Numbers”]} ]

would decide by a finite computation, whether the relation ≤ is reflexive
on {1, 2, 3, 4} using the definition of reflexivity and the built-in semantics of
quantifiers and numbers resulting in “true”. Consider the lemma about non-
empty classes stated above, which is a statement about relations on arbitrary
not necessarily finite sets. Thus, its validity cannot be verified by computation
but must be proven. In order to prove a statement in Theorema, we use

Prove[ Lemma[“non-empty class”], using→Theory[“relations”],

by→SetTheoryPCSProver ],

which will try to prove Lemma[“non-empty class”] using Theory[“relations”]
as the knowledge base by SetTheoryPCSProver, a prove method for set theory
described in more detail in Section 3.2. In case of success, the complete proof
is presented in human readable nicely structured format in a separate window,
otherwise the failing proof attempt is displayed. Moreover, Theorema features
a novel approach for displaying proofs based on focus windows [PB02], a proof
simplification tool, and an interactive proof tool [PK05].
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2.2 “Lazy Thinking”: Invention by Formulae Schemes and

Failing Proof Analysis

A main point in the Theorema approach to mathematical theory exploration
is that mathematical invention should be supported both “bottom-up”, by
using formulae schemes, and “top-down”, by analyzing failing proofs and
constructing guesses for necessary intermediate lemmata. This combined ap-
proach is called “lazy thinking” and was introduced in [Buc03].

The difficulty of finding proofs for propositions depends, to a large extent,
on the available knowledge. Most mathematical inventions, even simple ones
like the proof of, say, the lemma that the limit of the sum of two sequences
is equal to the sum of the limits, would hardly be possible (even for quite
intelligent humans) if mathematical theories were not built up in small steps.
In each step, only one new concept is introduced (by an axiom or definition)
and all possible simple knowledge is proved first before the proof of any
more important theorem is attacked. With sufficiently much intermediate
knowledge, it often turns out that the proof of the essential theorems then
only needs one single or very few “difficult” ideas that cannot be generated
completely automatically.

It is rewarding to scrutinize on what typically happens in a step in which
propositions for new notions are conjectured: In fact, in most cases, the type
of knowledge conjectured has “rewrite” character: For example, if the notion
of multiplication on natural numbers has been introduced, then all possible
interactions of this new notion with previous notions like ‘zero’, ‘addition’,
‘less’ etc. that can be formulated as “rewrite properties” should be studied
first. For example, distributivity is such a property in rewrite form:

(x + y) ∗ z = x ∗ z + y ∗ z.

It is an important observation that, when sufficiently many rewrite proper-
ties have been proven by using the “fundamental” (sometimes difficult) proof
methods in the theory, subsequent proofs of most other possible properties
then can be done by simple “rewrite proving” (“symbolic computation prov-
ing”, “physicists proving”, “quantifier free proving”, “highschool proving”),
i.e. by applying the proven rewrite properties repeatedly just using substi-
tution and replacement. (In the theory of natural numbers, the “fundamen-
tal” proving method is induction; in elementary analysis, the “fundamental”
proving method is general predicate logic for “alternating” quantifiers ‘∀ ∃’;
etc.). A good theory exploration environment, should support this important
observation. In the Theorema Project, this observation is a guiding strategy.

How can (rewrite and other) knowledge about notions (introduced by def-
initions) be “invented”, i.e. systematically generated? In the “lazy thinking”
approach introduced in [Buc03], two complementary strategies are proposed:

1. The use of “formulae schemes”, a bottom-up approach.
2. The use of “analysis of failing proofs”, a top-down approach.
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A synopsis of the lazy thinking approch to the automation of mathematical
theory exploration and some more details can also be found, for example, in
[Buc06].

The lazy thinking strategy can be applied both to the invention and veri-
fication of theorems and the invention and verification of algorithms (“algo-
rithm synthesis”). Here, we illustrate the method by two examples of algo-
rithm synthesis. There is a rich literature on algorithm synthesis methods, see
the survey [BDF+04]. Our method, in the classification given in this survey,
is in the class of “scheme-based” methods but is essentially different from
previously known such methods by its emphasis on the heuristic usefulness
of failing correctness proofs.

The algorithm synthesis problem is the following problem: Given a prob-
lem specification P (i.e. a binary predicate P [x, y] that specifies the relation
between the input values x and the output values y of the problem), find an
algorithm A such that

∀
x

P [x, A[x]].

The lazy thinking approach to algorithm synthesis consists of the following
steps: Consider known fundamental ideas (“algorithm schemes”) of how to struc-

ture algorithms A in terms of sub-algorithms B, C, . . . . Try one scheme
A after the other. For the chosen scheme A, try to prove ∀

x
P [x, A[x]]. This proof will probably

fail because, at this stage, nothing is known about the sub-algorithms B,
C, . . . . From the failing proof, construct specifications Q, R, . . . for the
sub-algorithms B, C, . . . that make the proof work. Then A together with any sample of algorithms B, C, . . . that satisfy the
specifications Q, R, . . . will be a correct algorithm for the original problem
P . If such sub-algorithms B, C, . . . are available in the given knowledge base,
then we are done, i.e. an algorithm for problem P has been synthesized. If
no such algorithms are available, we can apply the lazy thinking method,
recursively, for synthesizing algorithms B, C, . . . that satisfy Q, R, . . .
until we arrive at specifications that are met by available algorithms in
the knowledge base.

For the (automated) construction of specifications from failing correctness
proofs we introduced the following simple (but amazingly powerful) rule: In
the failing correctness proof, collect the temporary assumptions

T [x0, . . . , A[. . . ], . . . ]

(where x0, . . . are the constants resulting from the “arbitrary but fixed” proof
rule) and the temporary goals

G[x0, . . . , B[. . . , A[. . . ], . . . ]]
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and produce the specification for sub-algorithm B:

∀
X,Y,...

T [X, . . . , Y, . . . ] =⇒ G[Y, . . . , B[. . . , Y, . . . ]].

We illustrate the method in a simple example: We synthesize, completely
automatically, an algorithm for the sorting problem, which is the problem to
find an algorithm A such that

∀
X

is-sorted-version[X, A[X ]].

We assume that the binary predicate ‘is-sorted-version’ is defined by a set
of formulae in predicate logic. In the first step of the lazy thinking approach,
we choose one of the many algorithm schemes in our library of algorithm
schemes, for example, the ‘Divide-and-Conquer’ scheme, which can be de-
fined, within predicate logic, by

∀
A,S,M,L,R

Divide-and-Conquer[A, S, M, L, R] ⇐⇒

∀
x

A[x] =

{

S[x] ⇐ is-trivial-tuple[x]

M [A[L[x]], A[R[x]]] ⇐ otherwise

This is a scheme that explains how the unknown algorithm A should be
defined in terms of unknown subalgorithms S, M , L, R. With this knowledge
we try to prove that

∀
X

is-sorted-version[X, A[X ]]

using one of our automated provers (for induction over tuples). This proof
will fail because, at this moment, nothing is known about the subalgorithms
S, M , L, R. Anaylizing the failing proof for the pending goals and available
temporary knowledge at the time of failure we now use the above rule for
generating, automatically, specifications for S, M , L, R that will make the
proof work. In this example, in approx. 2 minutes on a laptop, the following
specifications are generated automatically:

∀
x

is-trivial-tuple[x] =⇒ S[x] = x,

∀
y,z

is-sorted[y]

is-sorted[z]
=⇒ is-sorted[M [y, z]]

M [y, z] ≈ (y ≍ z)
,

∀
x

L[x] ≍ R[x] ≈ x.

(Here, ‘≍’, and ‘≈’ denote “concatenation” and “equivalence” of tuples.) A
closer look to the formulae reveals the amazing fact that these specifications
on S, M , L, R are not only sufficient for guaranteeing the correctness of A
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but are also completely natural and intuitive: They tell us that a suitable
algorithm S must essentially be the identity function, suitable algorithms L
and R must essentially be “pairing functions” (which split a given tuple X
in two parts that, together, preserve the entire information in X) and that
M must be a merging algorithm.

Automated Synthesis of Gröbner Bases Theory

Our expectation was that, with lazy thinking, one may be able to synthesize
only quite simple algorithms. It came as a surprise, see [Buc04], that, in
fact, algorithms for quite non-trivial problems can be synthesized by this
method. The most interesting example so far is the problem of Gröbner bases
construction with the specification: Find an algorithm Gb, such that

∀
is-finite[F ]

is-finite[Gb[F ]]

is-Gröbner-basis[Gb[F ]]

ideal[F ] = ideal[Gb[F ]]

.

(The quantifier ranges over sets F of multivariate polynomials. ‘ideal[F ]’ is
the set of all linear combinations of polynomials from F .) In Chapter I on
symbolic computation it is explained why this problem is non-trivial and
why it is important and interesting. In fact, the problem was open for over
60 years before it was solved in [Buc65]. Thus, it may be philosophically and
practically interesting that now it can be solved automatically, i.e. the key
idea of algorithmic Gröbner bases theory, namly the notion of S-polynomials,
and the algorithm based on this key idea can be generated automatically
from the specification of the problem by the lazy thinking method.

Namely, we start with the following algorithm scheme, called “Pair Com-
pletion”, that tells us that the unknown algorithm Gb should be defined in
terms of two unknown subalgorithms lc and df in the following way:

∀
Gb,lc,df

Pair-Completion[Gb, lc, df] ⇐⇒

∀
F

Gb[F ] = Gb[F, pairs[F ]]

∀
F

Gb[F, 〈〉] = F

∀
F,g1,g2,p̄

Gb[F, 〈〈g1, g2〉, p̄〉] =

where[f = lc[g1, g2], h1 = trd[rd[f, g1], F ], h2 = trd[rd[f, g2], F ],






Gb [F, 〈p̄〉] ⇐ h1 = h2

Gb[F ⌢ df[h1, h2], 〈p̄〉 ≍ 〈〈Fk, df[h1, h2]〉 |
k=1,...,|F |

〉] ⇐ otherwise ]
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(Here, our notation for tuples is ‘〈. . . 〉’ and ’⌢’ is the append function. The
function ‘rd’ is the one-step reduction function and the function ‘trd’ is total
reduction, i.e. the iteration of ‘rd’ until an irreducible element is reached.)
Now we attempt to prove, automatically, that the above specification holds
for the algorithm Gb that is defined in this way from unknown algorithms lc
and df. An automatic prover that is powerful enough for this type of proof
was implemented in [Cra08]. The proof fails because, at this stage, nothing
is known about lc and df. Using the above specification generation rule, one
can generate, completely automatically, the following specification for lc.

∀
p,g1,g2

lp[g1]|p
lp[g2]|p

=⇒ lc[g1, g2]|p,

lp[g1]|lc[g1, g2],

lp[g2]|lc[g1, g2],

which shows that a suitable subalgorithm lc is essentially the least common
multiple of the leading power products of the polynomials g1 and g2. Sim-
ilarly one automatically obtains that df must essentially be the difference
of polynomials. These two ideas are the main ingredients of the notion of
S-polynomials, which is in fact the main idea of algorithmic Gröbner bases
theory (see Chapter I on symbolic computation). This idea, together with its
correctness proof, comes out here completely automatically. This is currently
one of the strongest results of the Theorema project which creates quite some
promises for the future of semi-automated mathematical theory exploration.

3 Natural Style Proving in Theorema

The Theorema system contains several provers, which differ both in their
methods and in the domains which are treated. However, all Theorema
provers work in natural style, that is: the proofs are presented in natural
language, and the proof structure and the logical inferences are similar to
the ones used by humans. Moreover, in the context of the Theorema system
one may use provers which have implicit knowledge about the used domain
(e.g. number domains), like for instance the PCS prover. This makes certain
proofs more compact and readable, in contrast to proving in pure predicate
logic with explicit assumptions for such theories.

In this section we summarize shortly the provers of the Theorema system,
and then we focus on two particular provers: the S-decomposition prover and
the set theory prover. All provers are presented in more detail in our survey
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papers [BJK+97, BDJ+00, BCJ+06] and in the publications available on our
home page www.theorema.org.

The provers available in Theorema include: a general predicate logic
prover, various induction provers containing a simple rewrite prover as a com-
ponent, a special prover for proving properties of domains generated by func-
tors, the PCS prover for analysis (and similar theories that involve concepts
defined by using alternating quantifiers) [Buc01], a set theory prover (using
the PCS approach as a subpart), a special prover for geometric theorems
using the Gröbner bases method [Rob02], a special prover for combinatorics
using the Zeilberger–Paule approach, the cascade mechanism for inventing
lemmata on the way to proving theorems by induction, an equational prover
based on Knuth-Bendix completion [Kut03], and a basic reasoner [WBR06].

S-Decomposition and the Use of Algebraic Techniques 3.1

Numerous interesting mathematical notions are defined by formulae that con-
tain a sequence of “alternating quantifiers”, i.e., the definitions have the
structure p[x, y] ⇔ ∀

a
∃
b
∀
c

. . . q[x, y, a, b, c]. Many notions introduced, for ex-

ample, in elementary analysis text books (limit, continuity, function growth
order, etc.) fall into this class. Therefore, it is highly desirable that math-
ematical assistant systems support the exploration of theories about such
notions.

The S-decomposition method is particularly suitable both for proving the-
orems (when the auxiliary knowledge is rich enough) as well as conjecturing
propositions (similar to Lazy Thinking) during the exploration of theories
about notions with alternating quantifiers. It can be seen as a further refine-
ment of the Prove-Compute-Solve method implemented in the Theorema PCS
prover [Buc01]. Essentially, the S-decomposition method is a certain strategy
for decomposing the proof into simpler subproofs, based on the structure of
the main definition involved. The method proceeds recursively on a group
of assumptions together with the quantified goal, until the quantifiers are
eliminated, and produces some auxiliary lemmata as subgoals.

We present the method using an example from elementary analysis: limit
of a sum of sequences; see [Jeb01] for a detailed description of the method.
The definition of “f converges to a” is:

(→) f → a ⇔ ∀
ǫ

(

ǫ > 0 ⇒ ∃
m
∀
n

(n ≥ m ⇒ |f [n]− a| < ǫ)
)

.

(For brevity, the type information is not included.)
The proof tree is presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Boxes represent

proof situations (with the goal on top), unboxed formulae represent auxil-
iary subgoals, and boxes with double sidebars represent substitutions for the
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metavariables. The nodes of the proof tree are labeled in the order they are
produced.  !"      !" !  ! # !!"  ! !  ! ! !!
 $" "  " # %# $! ""  $ % %# &     !"&$℄'  ! # !!"& & """"  " # %# $! ""  $ % %# &  &$℄' ! & & """"  " # %# $! ""  $ % %# & !&$℄' !!& & """
 (" "" # %# $! ""  $ % %# &     !"&$℄'  ! # !!"& & """" # %# $! ""  $ % %# &  &$℄' ! & & " "" # %# $! ""  $ % %# & !&$℄' !!& & " " )" "" # %# " # % !)" "" # %# ""'$ # % !*" "   "" # %# ""'$ # %"  *" $! ""  $ % %# &     !"&$℄'  ! # !!"& & """$! ""  $ % %# &  &$℄' ! & & " "$! ""  $ % %# & !&$℄' !!& & " "

 +" ""  $ % % # &     !"&$℄'  ! # !!"& & """""  $ % % # &  &$℄' ! & & " """  $ % %! # & !&$℄' !!& & " "
Figure 2 S-Decomposition: First part of the proof tree.

The first inference expands the definition of “limit”, generating the proof
situation (2). S-decomposition is designed for proof situations in which the
goal and the main assumptions have exactly the same structure. In the exam-
ple they differ only in the instantiations of f and a. S-decomposition proceeds
by modifying these formulae together, such that the similarity of the structure
is preserved, until all the quantifiers and logical connectives are eliminated.
The method is specified as a collection of four transformation rules (infer-
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S-Decomposition: Second part of the proof tree. Figure 3

ences) for proof situations and a rule for composing auxiliary lemmata. The
transformation rules are described below together with their concrete appli-
cation to this particular proof.

The inference that transforms (2) to (3) eliminates the universal quantifier
and has the general formulation below. (Here, for simplicity, we formulate the
inferences for two assumptions only, but extending them to use an arbitrary
number of assumptions is straightforward.)
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∀
x

P1[x], ∀
x

P2[x] ⊢ ∀
x

P0[x] 7−→ P1[x
∗
1], P2[x

∗
2] ⊢ P0[x0] (∀)

Like the existential rule, specified later in this section, this rule combines the
well-known techniques for introducing Skolem constants and metavariables.
However, S-decomposition comes with a strategy of applying them in a certain
order. The Skolem constant x0 is introduced before the metavariables (names
for yet unknown terms) x∗1, x

∗
2. In the example we use a simplified version

of this rule in which the metavariables do not differ. For other examples
(e.g. quotient of sequences) this will not work.

The inference from (3) to (4) and (5) eliminates the implication, and has
the general formulation:

Q1 ⇒ P1, Q2 ⇒ P2 ⊢ Q0 ⇒ P0 7−→
{

Q0 ⇒ Q1 ∧Q2

P1, P2 ⊢ P0

(⇒)

In contrast to the previous rule, this one is not an equivalence transforma-
tion (the proof of the right-hand side might fail even if the left-hand side is
provable). This rule is applied in the situations when Qk’s are the “condi-
tions” associated with a universal quantifier (as in the example). The formula
Q0 ⇒ Q1 ∧Q2 is a candidate for an auxiliary lemma, as is formula (4).

The proof proceeds further with the transformation (5)–(6) (formula (14)
will be produced later in the proof) given by the following rule:

∃
x

P1[x], ∃
x

P2[x] ⊢ ∃
x

P0[x] 7−→ P1[x1], P2[x2] ⊢ P0[x
∗] (∃)

where x1 and x2 are Skolem constants introduced before the metavariable
x∗.

Usually, existential quantifiers are associated with conditions upon the
quantified variables. In such a case one would obtain conjunctions (analogous
to the situation in formula (3), where one obtains implications). The rule for
decomposing conjunctions is:

Q1 ∧ P1, Q2 ∧ P2 ⊢ Q0 ∧ P0 7−→
{

Q1 ∧Q2 ⇒ Q0

P1, P2 ⊢ P0

(∧)

Similarly to the rule (⇒), this rule produces an auxiliary lemma as a “side
effect”, using the Qk’s which are, typically, the conditions associated with an
existential quantifier. In fact, in the implementation of the method, the rules
(∃), (∧) are applied in one step, as are also the rules (∀), (⇒).

However, in this example there is no condition associated to the existential
quantifier, therefore this rule is not used.

The proof proceeds by applying rule (∀) to (6), and then the rule (⇒) to
(7). Note that the transformation rules proceed from the assumptions towards
the goal for existential formulae, and the other way around for universal
formulae. If one would illustrate this process by drawing a line on the formulae
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in proof situation (2), one obtains an S-shaped curve—thus the name of the
method.

Finally, S-decomposition transforms a proof situation having no quantifiers
into an implication, thus (9) is transformed into (10), and this finishes the
application of S-decomposition to this example. In this moment the original
proof situation is decomposed into the formulae (4), (8), and (10). (Obtaining
(10) needs an additional inference step, not shown in the figure, which consists
in expanding the subterm (f1 ⊕ f2)[n0] by the definition of ⊕.)

The continuation of the proof is outside the scope of the S-decomposition
method. For completing the proof, one needs to find appropriate substitutions
for the metavariables, such that the Skolem constants used in each binding
are introduced earlier than the corresponding metavariable. For the sake of
completeness, we give here a possible follow up (produced automatically by
Theorema): We assume that the formulae

(21) ∀
k,i,j

(k ≥ max[i, j]⇒ k ≥ i ∧ k ≥ j),

(22) ∀
x,y,a,b,ǫ

(

|x− a| < ǫ

2
∧ |y − b| < ǫ

2
⇒ |(x + y)− (a + b)| < ǫ

)

are present in the available knowledge as auxiliary assumptions. The prover
first tries to “solve” (8), and by matching against (21) obtains the substitu-
tion (11). This substitution is applied to (10) producing (12), and by matching
the latter against (22), the prover obtains the substitution (13). The substi-
tutions are then applied to the formula (4), which is then generalized (by
universal quantification of the Skolem constants) into (15). The latter is pre-
sented to the user as suggestions for auxiliary lemmata needed for completing
the proof. Of course this subgoal would be also solved if the appropriate as-
sumption was available, however the situation described above demonstrates
that the method is also useful for generating conjectures.

The reader may notice that the process of guessing the right order in which
the subgoals (4), (8), and (10) should be solved is nondeterministic and may
involve some backtracking. This search is implemented in Theorema using
the principles described in [KJ00].

Moreover, this method can be used in conjunction with algebraic tech-
niques, in particular with Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition [Col75]. Name-
ly, the substitutions for the metavariables shown at steps (11) and (13) can be
also obtained by using CAD–based quantifier elimination. First the proof situ-
ations (11) and (12) are transformed into quantified formulae: the metavari-
ables become existential variables, the Skolem constants become universal
variables, and the order of the quantifiers is the order in which the re-
spective metavariables and Skolem constants have been introduced during
S-decomposition. Then, by successive applications of quantifier elimination,
one obtains automatically the witness terms for the existential variables.
The method and its application to several examples are described in detail
in [VJB08].
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3.2 The Theorema Set Theory Prover

Many areas of mathematics are typically formulated on the basis of set theory,
in the sense that objects or properties are expressed in terms of language
constructs from set theory. Most prominently, set formations like

{x ∈ A | Px} or {Tx | x ∈ A} (2)

occur routinely in virtually all of mathematics. The Theorema language de-
scribed in Section 2.1 supports all commonly used constructs from set theory,
such as set formation as shown in (2), membership, union, intersection, power
set, and many more. The semantics of the language built into the system im-
mediately allows computations on finite sets including also the computation
of truth values for statements containing finite sets. Reasoning on arbitrary
sets, however, amounts to the application of more powerful techniques. This
was the starting point for the development of a set theory prover, see [Win06]
and [Win01], based on the general principles of “PCS” (Proving–Computing–
Solving) reasoners introduced in [Buc01] in the frame of the Theorema sys-
tem.

Integration of Proving and Computing

One of the design goals of this prover was the smooth integration of proving,
i.e. general reasoning based on inference rules, and computing on numbers,
finite sets, tuples and the like. In order to accomplish this task, the set theory
prover contains a component that allows to apply computational rules defined
in the semantics of the Theorema language to formulae occuring in a proof.
By this mechanism, the user can even choose, which parts of the language
semantics to include in a particular proof.

We demonstrate this in a simple example from a fully mechanized proof of
the irrationality of

√
2 taken from a comparison of automated theorem provers

carried out by Freek Wiedijk in 2006, see [WBR06]. During the formalization
of this proof, one arrives at a formula

2m2
0 = (2m1)

2, (3)

which of course simplifies by simple computation on natural numbers to

m2
0 = 2m2

1. (4)

Compared to other systems, where either
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consequently separate theorems for all situations similar to this—or the simplification from (3) to (4) is carried out by a lengthy sequence of
transformation steps based on the axioms for natural numbers,

the step simplifying (3) into (4) is only one elementary step based on the
semantics of the natural numbers built-into the Theorema system. The proofs
generated in this way are very elegant and close to how a human would give
the proofs—one of the main credos in the design of the Theorema system.

The Theoretical Foundations of the Prover

One of the first questions when it comes to set theory is always: “How are
the well-known contradictions appearing in naive set theory, e.g. Russell’s
paradox, avoided?” The Theorema set theory prover relies on the Zermelo-
Frankel axiomatization of set theory (ZF), meaning that the prover can deal
with all sorts of sets whose existence is guaranteed by the Zermelo-Frankel
axioms for set theory. This means, in particular, that the Theorema language
does not forbid “sets” like {x | x 6∈ x} =: R nor does it forbid statements like
R ∈ R. Rather, the set theory prover refuses to apply any inference step on
R ∈ R on the grounds that R is not formed by any of the set construction
principles proven to be consistent in ZF—note that ZF requires {x ∈ S | Px}
for some known set S when abstracting a set from a property Px.

In addition to inference rules based directly on some ZF-axiom, e.g. the
inference rule for membership in a set {x ∈ S | Px}, the prover also incor-
porates knowledge derivable in ZF. If the prover was intended to be used
to prove theorems of set theory based on the ZF axiomatization, it would
be cheating if the prover has such knowledge already built in, hence, there
is a mechanism to switch off these special rules in case a user wants to use
the prover for this purpose. The main field of application for the prover is,
however, to prove arbitrary statements whose formalization uses language
constructs from set theory. An example of such a proof is shown in detail in
Figure 4. This is an example of the TPTP library (SET722) of examples for
automated theorem provers, and it says that if the composition of functions
g ◦ f is surjective then also g must be surjective. Note that the knowledge
base for this proof only contains the definition of composition, we need not
give the definition of surjectivity, because this is built into the prover as a
standard concept in set theory. Of course, the proof would also succeed with
one’s own definition of surjectivity in the knowledge base. The important
difference lies in the concise proof produced by this prover because several
elementary logical steps are combined into one step when the built-in rule is
applied. Note also, that the proof generated by the Theorema system comes
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out exactly as it is displayed in Figure 4 including all intermediate proof
explanation text.

(SET722) ∀
A,B,C,f,g

f :: A → B ∧ g ◦ f :: A
surj.
→ C ⇒ g :: B

surj.
→ C ,

under the assumption:

(Definition (Composition)) ∀
f,g,x

(g ◦ f)[x] := g[f [x]] .

We assume

(1) f0 :: A0 → B0 ∧ g0 ◦ f0 :: A0

surj.
→ C0 ,

and show

(2) g0 :: B0

surj.
→ C0 .

In order to show surjectivity of g0 in (2) we assume

(3) x10 ∈ C0 ,

and show

(4) ∃
B1

B1 ∈ B0 ∧ g0[B1 ] = x10 .

From (1.1) we can infer

(6) ∀
A1

A1 ∈ A0 ⇒ f0[A1 ] ∈ B0 .

From (1.2) we know by definition of “surjectivity”

(7) ∀
A2

A2 ∈ A0 ⇒ (g0 ◦ f0)[A2 ] ∈ C0 ,

(8) ∀
x2

x2 ∈ C0 ⇒ ∃
A2

A2 ∈ A0 ∧ (g0 ◦ f0)[A2 ] = x2 .

By (8), we can take an appropriate Skolem function such that

(9) ∀
x2

x2 ∈ C0 ⇒ A20[x2] ∈ A0 ∧ (g0 ◦ f0)[A20[x2]] = x2 .

Formula (3), by (9), implies:

A20[x10] ∈ A0 ∧ (g0 ◦ f0)[A20[x10]] = x10 ,

which, by (6), implies:

f0[A20[x10]] ∈ B0 ∧ (g0 ◦ f0)[A20[x10]] = x10 ,

which, by (Definition (Composition)), implies:

(10) f0[A20[x10]] ∈ B0 ∧ g0[f0[A20[x10]]] = x10 .

Formula (4) is proven because, with B1 := f0[A20[x10]], (10) is an instance.

Figure 4 A proof generated completely automatically by Theorema.
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Unification 4

Unification is a fundamental symbolic computation process. Its goal is to
identify two given symbolic expressions by means of finding suitable instanti-
ations for certain subexpressions (variables). When the term “identify” is
interpreted as syntactic identity, one talks about syntactic unification. If
“identify” means equality modulo some given equalities, then is it called
equational unification. Hence, unification can be seen as solving equations
in abstract algebras, which is used almost everywhere in mathematics and
computer science.

Research on unification at RISC has been motivated by its applications in
automated reasoning, software engineering, and semistructured data process-
ing. The main subject of study was unification in theories with flexible arity
functions and sequence variables, called sequence unification. Such theories
are a subject of growing interest as they have been recognized to be useful in
various areas, such as XML data modeling with unranked ordered trees and
hedges, programming, program transformation, automated reasoning, artifi-
cial intelligence, knowledge representation, etc. It is not a surprise that these
applications, in some form, require solving equations over terms with flexible
arity functions and sequence variables. Hence, sequence unification (and its
special forms) play a fundamental role there. Intensive research undertaken
at RISC on this subject produced important results that shed light on the-
oretical and algorithmic aspects of sequence unification, including proving
its decidability, developing a solving procedure, identifying important special
cases and designing efficient algorithms for them, and finding relations with
other unification problems. Some of these results are briefly reviewed below.

General Sequence Unification 4.1

Sequence unification deals with solving systems of equations (unification
problems) built over flexible arity function symbols and individual and se-
quence variables. An instance of such an equation is f(x, x, y) = f(f(x), x, a, b),
where f, a, b are function symbols, x, y are sequence variables, and x is an
individual variable. It can be solved by a substitution {x 7→ ( ), x 7→ f, y 7→
(f, a, b)} that maps x to the empty sequence, x to the term f (that is a
shorthand for f()), and y to the sequence (f, a, b). Solving systems of such
equations can be quite a difficult task: It is not straightforward at all to decide
whether a given system has a solution or not. Moreover, some equations may
have infinitely many solutions, like, e.g. f(a, x) = f(x, a) whose solutions are
the substitutions {x 7→ ( )}, {x 7→ a}, {x 7→ (a, a)}, . . ..
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When solving unification problems, one is usually interested only in most
general solutions from which any solution can be generated. Unification pro-
cedures try to compute a (preferably minimal) complete set of such most
general unifiers. In the sequence unification case, since for some problems
this set can be infinite, any complete unification procedure can only give an
enumeration of the set. It can not be used as a decision procedure, in general.
Hence, to completely solve sequence unification problems, one needs

1. an algorithm to decide whether a given system of equations is solvable and
2. the procedure that enumerates a minimal complete set of unifiers for solv-

able systems.

In [Kut07], both of these problems have been addressed. Decidability of se-
quence unification has been proved by reducing the problem to a combina-
tion of word equations and Robinson unification, both with linear constant
restrictions. Each of these theories is decidable and the Baader-Schulz combi-
nation method [BS96] ensures decidability of the combined theory. Since the
reduction from sequence unification to this combined theory is solvability-
preserving, the reduction together with the combination method and the
decision algorithms for the ingredient theories gives a decision algorithm for
sequence unification.

Furthermore, a sequence unification procedure is formulated as a set of
rules together with a strategy of their application. If a unification problem
is solvable, the procedure nondeterministically selects an equation from the
problem and transforms it by all the rules that are applicable. The process
iterates for each newly obtained unification problem until a solution is com-
puted or a failure is detected. Since each selected equation can be transformed
in finitely many ways, the search tree is finitely branching. However, the tree
can still be infinite because some unification problems have infinitely many
solutions and the procedure goes on to enumerate them. As it is shown in
[Kut07], the procedure generates a minimal and complete set of sequence
unifiers and terminates if this set is finite.

As the decision algorithm is quite expensive, it is interesting to identify
fragments of sequence unification problems for which the unification proce-
dure terminates without applying the decision algorithm. Several such frag-
ments exist: the linear fragment, where each variable occurs at most once;
the linear shallow fragment, which is linear only in sequence variables but
restricts them to occur only on level 1 in terms; the fragment where there is
no restriction in the number of variable occurrences but sequence variables
are allowed to be only the last argument in (sub)terms they occur; sequence
matching, where one of the sides of equations is ground (variable-free); the
quadratic fragment, where each variable can occur at most twice.

These fragments differ on their unification types that is defined by max-
imal possible cardinality of minimal complete sets of unifiers of unification
problems. Unification problems where sequence variables occur only in the
last argument position are of type unitary, which means that if such a prob-
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lem is solvable, it has a single most general unifier. It makes this fragment
attractive for automated reasoning and, in fact, the Equational Prover of
Theorema [Kut03] can deal with it. The quadratic fragment is infinitary (like
the general sequence unification itself), which means that there are some solv-
able problems with an infinite minimal complete set of unifiers. The equation
f(a, x) = f(x, a) above is an example of such a quadratic problem. However,
a nice thing is that, for quadratic problems, one can represent these infinite
sets by finite means, in particular, as regular expressions over substitutions.
The quadratic fragment has found an application in collaborative schema de-
velopment in the joint work of T. Kutsia (RISC), M. Florido and J. Coelho
(both from Portugal) [CFK07]. All the other mentioned fragments are fini-
tary: For them, solvable unification problems may have at most finitely many
most general unifiers.

These fragments have interesting properties and applications. Two of them
have already been mentioned above. Among others, the sequence matching
capabilities of the Mathematica system [Wol03] should be noted, which makes
the programming language of Mathematica very flexible.

It should be noted that all the results on sequence unification in [Kut07],
in fact, have been formulated in a more general setting: besides function
symbols and individual and sequence variables, the problems may contain
so called sequence functions. A sequence function abbreviates a finite se-
quence of functions all having the same argument lists. Semantically, they
can be interpreted as multi-valued functions. Bringing sequence functions
into the language allows Skolemization over sequence variables. For instance,
∀x∃y p(x, y)) after Skolemization introduces a sequence function symbol g:
∀x p(x, g(x)). From the unification point of view, a sequence function can
be split between sequence variables. The corresponding rules are part of the
unification procedure described in [Kut07].

Flat Matching 4.2

Sequence matching problems, as already mentioned, are those that have a
ground side in the equations. An instance of such an equation is f(x, y) =
f(a, b, c) which has a single solution (matcher) {x 7→ a, y 7→ (b, c)}. But what
happens if f satisfies the equality f(x, f(y), z) = f(x, y, z), i.e. if one can
flatten out all nested occurrences of f? It turns out that in such a case the
minimal complete set of matchers becomes infinite. The substitutions like
{x 7→ f(), y 7→ (f(), a, b, c)}, {x 7→ f(), y 7→ (a, f(), b, c)}, {x 7→ f(), y 7→
(f(), a, f(), b, c)} and similar others become solutions modulo flatness of f . It
is quite unusual for matching problems to have an infinite minimal complete
set of solutions. It triggered our interest to matching in flat theories, to study
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theoretical properties of flat matching, to design a complete procedure to
solve flat matching problems, and to investigate terminating restrictions.

But this was only one side of the problem. On the other side, a flat the-
ory is not a theory that is “cooked artificially” to demonstrate that match-
ing problems can be arbitrarily complex. It has a practical application: Flat
symbols appear in the programming language of the Mathematica system,
by assigning to certain symbols the attribute Flat. This property affects
both evaluation and pattern matching in Mathematica. Obviously, a prac-
tically useful method that solves flat matching equations should be termi-
nating and, therefore, incomplete (unless it provides a finite description of
the infinite complete set of flat matchers). Understanding proper semantics
of programming constructs is very important to program correctly. Hence,
the questions arise: What is the semantics of Mathematica’s incomplete flat
matching algorithm? What are the rules behind it, how it works? How is the
algorithm related to theoretically complete, infinitary flat matching? These
questions have not been formally answered before.

[Kut08] addresses both theoretical and practical sides of the problem. From
the theoretical side, it gives a procedure to solve a system of flat matching
equations and proves its soundness, completeness, and minimality. The mini-
mal complete set of matchers for such a system can be infinite. The procedure
enumerates this set and stops if it is finite. Besides, a class of problems on
which the procedure stops is described. From the practical point of view,
it gives a set of rules to simulate behavior of the flat matching algorithm
implemented in the Mathematica system.

Differences between various flat matching procedures can be demonstrated
on simple examples. For instance, given a problem {f(x) = f(a)} where f
is flat, the minimal complete flat matching procedure enumerates its infinite
minimal complete set of matchers {x 7→ a}, {x 7→ f(a)}, {x 7→ (f(), a)}, {x 7→
(a, f())}, {x 7→ (f(), f(), a)}, . . .. Restricting the rules in the procedure so
that f() is not generated in such cases, one obtains a terminating incomplete
algorithm that returns two matchers {x 7→ a}, {x 7→ f(a)}. In order to sim-
ulate Mathematica’s flat matching, further restrictions should be imposed
on the rules to obtain the only matcher {x 7→ a}. It should be noted that
Mathematica’s behavior depends whether one has a sequence variable or an
individual variable under the flat function symbol. Also, Mathematica treats
in a special way function variables (those that can be instantiated with func-
tion symbols). [Kut08] analyzes all those cases and gives a formal description
of the corresponding rules.
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Context Sequence Matching 4.3

Flat matching (and, in general, matching modulo equations with sequence
variables) is one generalization of syntactic sequence matching. Another gen-
eralization comes from bringing higher-order variables in the terms. T. Kutsia
(RISC) in collaboration with M. Marin (Japan) studied extension of sequence
matching with function and context variables [KM05, Kut06]. Function vari-
ables have already been mentioned above. Context variables are second-order
variables that can be instantiated with a context—a term with a single oc-
currence of a distinguished constant • (called the hole) in it. A context can
be applied to a term by replacing the hole with that term. An example of
context sequence matching equation is X(f(x)) = g(f(a, b), h(f(a), f), where
X is a context variable and x is a sequence variable. Its minimal complete set
of matchers consists of three elements: {X 7→ g(•, h(f(a), f)), x 7→ (a, b)},
{X 7→ g(f(a, b), h(•, f)), x 7→ a}, and {X 7→ g(f(a, b), h(f(a), •)), x 7→ ()}.

Context sequence matching is a flexible mechanism to extract subterms
from a given ground term via traversing it both in breadth and in depth.
Function variables allow to descend in depth in one step, while with context
variables subterms can be searched in arbitrary depth. Dually, individual
variables and sequence variables allow moves in breadth: individual variables
in one step and sequence variable in arbitrary number of steps. This dual-
ity makes context sequence matching an attractive technique for expressing
subterm retrieval queries in a compact and transparent way.

Context and sequence variables occurring in matching problems can be
constrained by membership atoms. Possible instantiations of context vari-
ables are constrained to belong to a regular tree language, whereas the ones
for sequence variables should be elements of regular hedge languages. This
extension is the main computational mechanism for the experimental rule-
based programming package ρLog [MK06].

Relations between Context and Sequence Unification 4.4

Context unification [Com91, SS94] aims at solving equations for terms built
over fixed arity function symbols and first-order and context variables. It is
one of the most difficult problems in unification theory: Its decidability is
an open problem already for more than 15 years. There have been various
decidable fragments (obtained by restricting the form of the input equations)
and variants (obtained by restricting the form of possible solutions) iden-
tified; see, e.g. [Com98, Lev96, SSS02, LNV05] and for more comprehensive
overview, [Vil04]. Both sequence unification and context unification generalize
the well-known word unification problem [Mak77]. One of them is decidable,
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while decidability of the other one is an open problem. Hence, a natural ques-
tion arises: How are these two generalizations of the same problem related
with each other?

T. Kutsia (RISC), J. Levy and M. Villaret (both from Spain) gave a com-
plete answer to this problem in [KLV07]. First, they defined a mapping (called
curryfication) from sequence unification to a fragment of context unification
such that if the original sequence unification problem is solvable, then the cur-
ried context unification problem is also solvable. However, this transformation
does not preserve solvability in the other direction. To deal with this problem,
possible solutions of curried context unification problems have been restricted
to have a certain shape, called left-hole context, which can be characterized by
the property of having holes in the leftmost leaf in their tree representation,
like, for instance, in the context @(@(•, a), b). (In curried problems @ is the
only binary function symbol and all the other function symbols are constants,
but it is not a restriction for solvability, at it was shown in [LV02].) This re-
striction guarantees solvability preservation between sequence unification and
the corresponding fragment of context unification. Next, the left-hole restric-
tion has been extended from the fragment to the whole problem, obtaining a
variant, called left-hole context unification (LHCU). To prove solvability of
LHCU, another transformation has been defined that transforms LHCU into
word equations with regular constraints. The transformation is solvability-
preserving and word unification with regular constraints is decidable, which
implies decidability of LHCU. Finally, transforming LHCU with inverse cur-
ryfication, a decidable extension of sequence unification has been obtained.
This transformation also made it possible to transfer some of the known
complexity results for context matching to extended sequence matching.

Hence, this work can be summarized as follows: A new decidable variant
of context unification has been discovered; A decidable extension of sequence
unification has been found and a complete unification procedure has been
developed; A new proof of decidability of sequence unification has been given;
Complexity results for (some fragments of) extended sequence matching have
been formulated.

5 Program Verification

The activities related to program verification in the Theorema group refer
to various programming styles and to various verification techniques. The
Theorema system allows to describe algorithms directly in predicate logic,
which is sometimes called “pattern based programming”. Using some abbre-
viating constructs (as e. g. if-then-else), in Theorema one can also use the
functional programming style. In both cases the verification benefits from
the fact that the properties of the programs are expressed in the same logical
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language, thus a possibly error prone translation is not necessary. Further-
more, in order to experiment with alternative techniques, Theorema provides
additionally a simple language for imperative programming.

In this section we focus on the verification of functional programs, however
the research on verification of imperative programs is also strongly pursued
by our group. For instance, the work on loop invariants lead to a complex
method which uses algebraic and combinatorial techniques for the automatic
generation of polynomial invariants of while loops [KPJ05, Kov07]. A very
novel and interesting aspect of this method is the nontrivial interplay be-
tween logical techniques on one hand, and algebraic techniques on the other
hand, which demonstrates the high value of the approach of combining auto-
mated reasoning with computer algebra into the field of symbolic computa-
tion. Moreover, the recent research on symbolic execution [EJ08] introduces a
novel approach to the generation of verification conditions exclusively in the
theory of the domain of the objects handled by the program—including the
termination condition.

Some Principles of Program Verification 5.1

Before a more detailed presentation of our research, we summarize shortly
some main principles of program verification. Note that we focus here on
the techniques which are based on automated theorem proving, and not, for
instance, on model checking techniques.

Program specification (or formal specification of a program) is the defi-
nition of what a program is expected to do. Normally, it does not describe,
and it should not, how the program is implemented. The specification is usu-
ally provided by logical formulae describing a relationship between input and
output parameters. We consider specifications which are pairs, containing a
precondition (input condition) and a postcondition (output condition).

Formal verification consists in proving mathematically the correctness of
a program with respect to a certain formal specification. Software testing,
in contrast to verification, cannot prove that a system does not contain any
defects or that it has a certain property.

The problem of verifying programs is usually split into two subproblems:
generate verification conditions which are sufficient for the program to be
correct and prove the verification conditions, within the theory of the domain
for which the program is defined. A survey of the techniques based on this
principle, but also of other techniques can be found e. g. in [LS87] and in
[Hoa03].

A Verification Condition Generator (VCG) is a device—normally imple-
mented by a program—which takes a program, actually its source code, and
the specification, and produces verification conditions. These verification con-
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ditions do not contain any part of the program text, and are expressed in a
different language, namely they are logical formulae.

Normally, these conditions are given to an automatic or semi-automatic
theorem prover. If all of them hold, then the program is correct with respect
to its specification. The latter statement we call Soundness of the VCG,
namely:

Given a program F and a specification IF (input condition), and OF (out-
put condition), if the verification conditions generated by the VCG hold, then
the program F is correct with respect to the specification 〈IF , OF 〉.

Completing the notion of Soundness of a VCG, we introduce its dual—
Completeness [KPJ06]:

Given a program F and a specification IF (input condition), and OF (out-
put condition), if the program F is correct with respect to the specification
〈IF , OF 〉, then the verification conditions generated by the VCG hold.

The notion of Completeness of a VCG is important for the following two
reasons: theoretically, it is the dual of Soundness and practically, it helps
debugging. Any counterexample for the failing verification condition would
carry over to a counterexample for the program and the specification, and
thus give a hint on “what is wrong”. Indeed, most of the literature on pro-
gram verification presents methods for verifying correct programs. However,
in practical situations, it is the failure which occurs more often until the
program and the specification are completely debugged.

A distinction is to be made between total correctness, which additionally
requires that the program terminates, and partial correctness, which simply
requires that if an answer is returned (that is, the program terminates) it
will be correct. Termination is in general more difficult. On one hand, it is
theoretically proven that termination is not decidable in general (however
this does not mean that we cannot prove termination of specific programs).
On the other hand, the statement “program P terminates” is difficult or
impossible to express in the theory of the domain of the program, but has
to be introduced additionally. Adding a suitable theory of computation will
increase significantly the formalization and the proving effort. Our approach
to this problem is to decompose the total correctness into many simpler for-
mulae (the verification conditions), and to reduce termination of the original
program to the termination of a simplified version of it, as shown in the
sequel.

5.2 Verification of Functional Programs

In the Theorema system we see functional programs as abbreviations of logi-
cal formulae (for instance, an if-then-else clause is an abbreviation of two
implications). Therefore, the programming language is practically identical
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to the logical language which is used for the verification conditions. This has
the advantage that we do not need to translate the predicate symbols and
the function symbols occurring in the program: they are already present in
the logical language.

Our work consists in developing the theoretical basis and in implementing
an experimental prototype environment for defining and verifying recursive
functional programs. In contrast to classical books on program verification
[Hoa69], [BL81], [LS87] which expose methods for verifying correct programs,
we also emphasize the detection of incorrect programs. The user may easily
interact with the system in order to correct the program definition or the
specification.

We first perform a check whether the program under consideration is coher-
ent with respect to the specification of its components, that is, each function
is applied to arguments satisfying its input condition. (This principle is also
known as programming by contract.)

The program correctness is then transformed into a set of first-order pred-
icate logic formulae by a Verification Condition Generator (VCG)—a device,
which takes the program (its source code) and the specification (precondi-
tion and postcondition) and produces several verification conditions, which
themselves, do not refer to any theoretical model for program semantics or
program execution, but only to the theory of the domain used in the program.

For coherent programs we are able to define a necessary and sufficient set
of verification conditions, thus our condition generator is not only sound, but
also complete. This distinctive feature of our method is very useful in practice
for program debugging.

Since coherence is enforced, verification can be performed independently
on different programs, thus one avoids the costly process of interprocedural
analysis, which is sometimes used in model checking. Moreover, the correct-
ness of the whole system is preserved even when the implementation of a
function is changed, as long as it still satisfies the specification.

In order to illustrate our approach, we consider powering function P , using
the binary powering algorithm:

P [x, n] = If n = 0 then 1

elseif Even[n] then P [x ∗ x, n/2]

else x ∗ P [x ∗ x, (n− 1)/2].

This program is in the context of the theory of real numbers, and in the
following formulae, all variables are implicitly assumed to be real. Additional
type information (e. g. n ∈ N) may be explicitly included in some formulae.

The specification is:

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) P [x, n] = xn. (5)
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The (automatically generated) conditions for coherence are:

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n = 0 ⇒ T) (6)

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n 6= 0 ∧ Even[n] ⇒ Even[n]) (7)

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n 6= 0 ∧ ¬Even[n] ⇒ Odd[n]) (8)

(∀x, n, m : n ∈ N)(n 6= 0 ∧ Even[n] ∧m = (x ∗ x)n/2 ⇒ T) (9)

(∀x, n, m : n ∈ N)(n 6= 0 ∧ ¬Even[n] ∧m = (x ∗ x)(n−1)/2 ⇒ T) (10)

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n 6= 0 ∧ Even[n] ⇒ n/2 ∈ N) (11)

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n 6= 0 ∧ ¬Even[n] ⇒ (n− 1)/2 ∈ N) (12)

One sees that the formulae (6), (9) and (10) are trivially valid, because we
have the logical constant T at the right side of an implication. The origin of
these T come from the preconditions of the 1 constant-function-one and the
∗ multiplication.

The formulae (7), (8), (11) and (12) are easy consequences of the elemen-
tary theory of reals and naturals. For the further check of correctness the
generated conditions are:

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n = 0 ⇒ 1 = xn) (13)

(∀x, n, m : n ∈ N)(n 6= 0 ∧ Even[n] ∧m = (x ∗ x)n/2 ⇒ m = xn) (14)

(∀x, n, m : n ∈ N)(n 6= 0∧¬Even[n]∧m = (x∗x)(n−1)/2 ⇒ x∗m = xn) (15)

(∀x, n : n ∈ N) P ′[x, n] = T, (16)

where

P ′[x, n] = If n = 0 then T

elseif Even[n] then P ′[x ∗ x, n/2]

else P ′[x ∗ x, (n− 1)/2].

The proofs of these verification conditions are straightforward.
Now comes the question: What if the program is not correctly written?

Thus, we introduce now a bug. The program P is now almost the same as
the previous one, but in the base case (when n = 0) the return value is 0.

P [x, n] = If n = 0 then 0

elseif Even[n] then P [x ∗ x, n/2]

else x ∗ P [x ∗ x, (n− 1)/2].

Now, for this buggy version of P we may see that all the respective verifi-
cation conditions remain the same except one, namely, (13) is now:
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(∀x, n : n ∈ N) (n = 0 ⇒ 0 = xn) (17)

which itself reduces to:
0 = 1

(because we consider a theory where 00 = 1).
Therefore, according to the completeness of the method, we conclude that

the program P does not satisfy its specification. Moreover, the failed proof
gives a hint for “debugging”: we need to change the return value in the case
n = 0 to 1.

Furthermore, in order to demonstrate how a bug might be located, we
construct one more “buggy” example where in the “Even” branch of the
program we have P [x, n/2] instead of P [x ∗ x, n/2]:

P [x, n] = If n = 0 then 1

elseif Even[n] then P [x, n/2]

else x ∗ P [x ∗ x, (n− 1)/2].

Now, we may see again that all the respective verification conditions re-
main the same as in the original one, except one, namely, (14) is now:

(∀x, n, m : n ∈ N)(n 6= 0 ∧ Even[n] ∧m = (x)n/2 ⇒ m = xn) (18)

which itself reduces to:

m = xn/2 ⇒ m = xn

From here, we see that the “Even” branch of the program is problematic and
one should satisfy the implication. The most natural candidate would be:

m = (x2)n/2 ⇒ m = xn

which finally leads to the correct version of P .

Computer-Assisted Interactive

Program Reasoning

6

As demonstrated in the other sections of this chapter, much progress has
been made in automated reasoning and its application to the verification
of computer programs and systems. In practice however, for programs of a
certain complexity, fully automatic verifications are not feasible; much more
success is achieved by the use of interactive proving assistants which allow the
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user to guide the software towards a semi-automatic construction of a proof
by iteratively applying predefined proof decomposition strategies in alterna-
tion with critical steps that rely on the user’s own creativity. The goal is to
reach proof situations that can be automatically closed by SMT (satisfiability
modulo theories) solvers [SMT06] which decide the truth of unquantified for-
mulas over certain combinations of ground theories (uninterpreted function
symbols, linear integer arithmetic, and others). In a modern computer science
education, it is important to train students in the use of such systems which
can help in formal specifying programs and reasoning about their properties.

The RISC ProofNavigator

While a variety of tools for supporting reasoning are around, many of them
are difficult to learn and/or inconvenient to use, which makes them less suit-
able for classroom scenarios [Fei05]. This was also Schreiner’s experience when
he evaluated from 2004 to 2005 a couple of prominent proving assistants by
a number of use cases derived from the area of program verification. While
he achieved quite good results with PVS [ORS92], he generally encountered
various problems and nuisances, especially with the navigation within proofs,
the presentation of proof states, the treatment of arithmetic, and the gen-
eral interaction of the user with the systems; he frequently found that the
elaboration of proofs was more difficult than should be necessary.

Based on these investigations, Schreiner developed the RISC ProofNavi-
gator [RIS06, Sch08b], a proving assistant which is intended for educational
scenarios but has been also applied to verifications that are already difficult
to handle with other assistants. The software currently applies the Cooperat-
ing Validity Checker Lite (CVCL) [BB04] as the underlying SMT solver. Its
user interface (depicted in Figure 5) was designed to meet various goals:

Maximize Survey: The user should easily keep a general view on proofs with
many states; she should also easily keep control on proof states with large
numbers of potentially large formulas. Every proof state is automatically
simplified before it is presented to the user.

Minimize Options: The number of commands is kept as small as possible
in order to minimize confusion and simplify the learning process (in to-
tal there are about thirty commands, of which only twenty are actually
proving commands; typically, less than ten commands need to be used).

Minimize Efforts: The most important commands can be triggered by but-
tons or by menu entries attached to formula labels. The keyboard only
needs to be used in order to enter terms for specific instantiations of uni-
versal assumptions or existential goals.

The proof of a verification condition is displayed in the form of a tree struc-
ture such as the following proof of a condition arising from the verification
of the linear search algorithm [Sch06]:
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The RISC ProofNavigator in action. Figure 5

Here the user expands predicate definitions (command expand), performs
automatic proof decomposition (command scatter), splits a proof situation
based on a disjunctive assumption (command split), performs automatic
instantiation of a quantified formula (command auto), and thus reaches proof
situations that can be automatically closed by CVCL. Each proof situation
is displayed as a list of assumptions from which a particular goal is to be
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proved (the formula labels represent active menus from which appropriate
proof commands can be selected):

The software is used since 2007 in regular courses offered to students of
computer science and mathematics at the Johannes Kepler University Linz
and at the Upper Austria University of Applied Sciences Campus Hagenberg;
it is freely available as open source and shipped with a couple of examples:

1. Induction proofs,
2. Quantifier proofs,
3. Proofs based on axiomatization of arrays,
4. Proofs based on constructive definition of arrays,
5. Verification of linear search,
6. Verification of binary search,
7. Verification of a concurrent system of one server and 2 clients,
8. Verification of a concurrent system of one server and N clients.

The last two proofs consist of some hundreds of situations (most of which
are closed automatically, the user has to apply about two dozens commands
only) and were hard/impossible to manage with some other assistants.

The RISC ProgramExplorer

The RISC ProofNavigator is envisioned as a component of a future envi-
ronment for formal program analysis, the RISC ProgramExplorer, which is
currently under development. Unlike program verification environments (such
as KeY [BHS07]) which primarily aim at the automation of the verification
process, the goal of this environment is to exhibit the logical interpretation of
imperative programs and clarify the relationship between reasoning tasks one
one side and program specifications/implementations on the other side, and
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thus assist the user in analyzing a program and establishing its properties.
The core features of this environment will be

1. a translation of programs to logical formulas that exhibit the semantic
essence of programs as relations on pairs of (input/output) states [Sch08a],
e.g. the program

{ var i; i = x+1; x = 2*i; }

becomes the formula

∃i, i′ : i′ = x + 1 ∧ x′ = 2 · i′

which can be simplified to x′ = 2x + 2;
2. the association of verification conditions to specific program positions (re-

spectively execution paths in the program) such that failures in verifica-
tions can be more easily related to programming errors.

The environment shall support the following tasks: Translating programs to formulas which can be subsequently simplified to
exhibit the program’s semantic essence; Validating specifications by verifying that they satisfy given input/output
examples, that they are not trivial, and they are implementable, Verifying that the program does not violate the preconditions specified for
program functions and atomic operations, Verifying that the program ensures the specified postconditions, Verifying the correctness of (loop/system) invariants, Verifying termination of loops and recursive functions, Verifying the correctness of abstract datatype representations.

Particular emphasis is given to a graphical user interface that adequately
exhibits the duality between the operational and the logical interpretation
of programs and the relationship of verification conditions to properties of
particular program parts. A first skeleton prototype of this environment will
become available in 2009.
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